Course Review: Trysting Tree Golf Club
The noon hour on a beautiful Memorial Day 2014 saw
us teeing off at Trysting Tree Golf Club in Corvallis,
Course No. 156 off the list. Trysting Tree serves as
the home course of the Oregon State University golf
team, so Don was sure to rock Duck gear to ward
off all of the orange. Most of the golf cars at Trysting
Tree are adorned with Beaver logos as well, though
Don managed to find one that didn’t have any. ☺
Trysting Tree was in virtually perfect condition the
day we played. There are five sets of tees. The three
traditional tees (white, blue, black) measure 6211,
6674 and 7030 yards, respectively. As we always do
at a new course, we played the whites. The course,
which opened in 1986, is set within the Willamette
Valley flood plain just east of downtown Corvallis.
People, including us, ask, “Where is the Trysting
Tree?” It turns out the tree was never on the course:
the layout is named after a popular poplar, so to
speak, a campus landmark that was planted in the
late 1880s and fell in 1986.
Trysting Tree the golf course is really a tale of two
nines. The front nine is flat and pretty wide open. The
back nine is also basically flat, at least from a general slope standpoint, although the back nine fairways
undulate a lot, so you get some uneven lies on Holes
10-18 that you don’t see on the front. The back nine
is also much narrower than the front, as there are
more trees and they’re closer to the fairways than
on the front. There are several descriptions online
that denote Trysting Tree as “a links-style course,”
but as is almost always the case, there are way too
many trees to make that assertion true.
Again, the course was well maintained, and the
greens were interesting. Many greens were two-

tiered, which you didn’t always find out until you got
to the dance floor. While they didn’t look as though
they were cut all that low, they were extremely fast
and difficult to read, at least for our foursome (usual
suspects Dave Cadd and Mitch Nosack filled out
our group). Most of the greens did not break nearly
as much as it appeared they would, and we missed
a lot of putts by a lot of inches (feet, in some cases).
Several holes were set right on crowns, so a missed
putt would frequently wander quite some distance
from the cup.
Trysting Tree includes a generous driving range,
a big putting green and a practice bunker. There’s
also an excellent sandwich shop/snack bar with very
reasonable prices.
Things we would change at Trysting Tree:
• On-Course Signage. The yardage, par, etc. are
marked on wooden poles at each tee box. They’re
not easy to read, and they’re not all that descriptive.
A map of each hole on the tee box would be a great
addition.
• The Flags. All of the flags on the greens are orange. Yeah, we get the OSU motif thing. So how
about orange, white and black flags for front, middle
and back hole locations? Again, many of the greens
at Trysting Tree are tiered, so it would really help to
know where the hole is located.
Overall, a very nice day on a very good course.

